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BH1D1NG BEHAVIOR AND GROWTH RATES OF CASSIN'S ATJKLET 

PTYCHORANPHUS LLEUTICA (PALLAS) 

i NTRODTJCT TON 

The family Alcidae Is a group of sea-birds which 

is characterized by their habits of diving or "flying" 

under water in pursuit of their food. The family is 

varied, including stiel' forms as the now extinct great 

auk, the puffiris, guul1erots, murres, murrelets and the 

aukiets. In body size the various species of aukiets 

are by far the sniallest members of the family. 

Apart from brief descriptions of the external 

morphology and notes on the range, the Cassifl's aukiet 

has up to this time remaIned little bnowri as to its 
habits, growth rates, and breeding behavior. Upon close 

examination the existing descriptions presented from the 

middle of the last century and the beginning of the pre 

sent are found to he superficial, inconsistent and often 

inaccurate or exaggerated. 

Bent (if, p. 110-116) compIled the available inform- 

atlon up to 1919, but inconsistencies are apparent. 

Coues (9, p. 2-53) describes the external characteristics 

of the Cassin's aukiet in his monograph on the Alcidas, 
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and Dawson and Bowles (12, p. 912-916) give an interest- 

Ing description of the nocturnal activity of the species. 

In brief, the early reports seem to be chiefly interested 

in describing the appearance and the collecting of sped-. 

mens for museunis. Nost other references to Cassin's 

aukiets concern range, occurrences, or numbers found 

dead on the beach. 
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GEOGRA IiICAL Dl STRIBIJT1 ON 

Until recently the Cassin's aukiet has been con- 

sidered numerous along the entire Pacific coast of North 

America from the Aleutians to aDproximateiy the 27° 

parallel of latitude which passes through the middle of 

the California peninsula, Mexico. Grinnell (17, p. 56) 

gives the latitude 27° as the southernmost breeding 

grounds and states that lt is not known in the Gulf of 

California. It is however, a frequent visitor to 

Guadalupe Island, a true oceanic island, which lles about 

135 miles west of the coast of Baja, California, 

(2, p. 280) and (23, p. 292). Grinnell (17, p. 56) 

lists the references to the breeding grounds of the 

aukiet on the off-shore islands of Lower California. The 

references record nesting on San Geronimo (8, p. 250), 

San Benitos (1, p. 28-29), Los Coronados (18, p. 27-37), 

Todos Santos and San Yartin, San Roque and Ascuncion 

(29, p. l3#-138), Natividad (f5, p. 77-81), and Cerros 

0+9, p. l9-2+). Kaeding (29, p. 106-107) states that 
Cassin's auklet is common on all the Islands as far 

south as Ascuncion Island, becoming abundant on San 

Geronimo, San Benitos and Natividad Islands, less common 

on Todos Santos, San Martin, San Roque, Ascunclon and 

Cerros. He also writes that the Cassin's auklet Is 
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probably the most abundant sea-bird met with. There is 

need for more recent study of all these islands to corn- 

re the present abundance with that giver by Kaecìing. 

To the north are records fror the Santa Catalina 

island, California, (s2, p. 298-300) and (39, p. 96), 

and several from the Farallori Islands, California, 

(19, p. 171), (7, p. 25-50), 5, p. i+'-l5), (28, 

. 121-127), (13, p. 61), (37, p. >+23-+2), (lo, p. 171) 

and OfO, p. 171). 

1 ne nesting locality ws estab)isLed during tì!is 

present study on Castle sock, Crescent City, Del Norte 

County, California. An estImation of at 1est 50 burrows 

was nade n t1i island. (4artin (36, p. 260), reporting 

on Castle Rock found only the Deal's petrel. Ills visit 

to the island was on June 23 and 24, 1938. 1 recorded 

adults sittIng zri eggs AprIl 26, 1959 and a juvenile in 

a birrow the latter part of August, 1958. A search was 

made for the anklets on severni islands on the southern 

Oregon Coast without success. One dead aukiet ws found 

at the untnit of Go&t Island opposite harris Beach State 

Pirk, Brockirgs, Oregon. Braly (6, p. 302) reported a 

few Cass1ns auiclets nesting on island Fock nosr Port 

Orford, Oregon and is record still stands as the only 

recorded breeding place on the Oregon Coast. Unsuccess- 

ful aterpts ere made to reach Island Rock to check the 
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progress of the nesting. Loonis (3+, p. 201) observed 

that aukiets were abundant in companies about seven 

miles off the Rogue River, Curry County, Oregon on 

Septeirther 9, 1898. This may be an indication that the 

rocks off the Rogue River may be utilized for nesting 

purposes, although by September most of the aukiets 

have finished breeding. On the Washington Coast Dawson 

(11, p. 155-156) and Jones (27, p. 189-199) report that 

the aukiet breeds sparingly on some of the Olympiades. 

Jewett j. (25, p. 32+-327), state that the species 

has been found nesting on several Islets in the 

Quillayute Needles Wildlife Refuge, including Carroll, 

Alexander, and Petrel flock; and add that there is little 

doubt that It nests also in suitable places on Flattery 

Rocks to the north and Copalis Rocks to the south. 

Little Is recorded of the aukiet's breeding on the 

Islands off British Columbia. Taverner (f+, p. 

indicates that the only ascertained nesting record known 

In British Columbia is at the north end of the Queen 

Charlotte Islands. It is quite probable however, that 

they may be located on several of the other small Islands, 

especially those off the west coast of Vancouver Island. 

Gulguet (20, p. 12-13) noted that the soil on Triangle 

Island at the northern tip of Vancouver island was pert- 

orated with Cassin's aukÏet burrows. 



In the AiEskan reiori the occurrance of the C.sin's 

atkiet has gradu11y become ies frequent. Gabrielson and 

T.jincoln (15, p. )+96) give extensive nent1on of its occur- 

rance In AiBsica, quoting several. They state that 

from the 1ter records lt appears thst the Forrester Is- 

land colony, formerly referred to by Heath (21, P. 20) 

is stil]. in existence, although lt Is the only one in 

tieska about which there is nny reasonehie assurance. 

At the present time the Cassin's suklet cennot be con- 

sidered as an abundant bird anywhere In Alaska. 

Dawson (10, p. l7+) estimated the Cassin's aukiet 

population on the Farailon Islands at 100-200 thousand 

at least. This could easily he an over estImtion since 

the phenomenon of seeing the au.klets at night on the 

Farallones Is overwhelming and exciting, especially for 

the first time. I have found that the aukiet colonies 

on the Farallon Islands have the greatest density in 

the sort soll of the terrace near the Coast Guard build- 

ings and their distribution is scattered elsewhere on 

the islands. My estimation of the Cassin's aukiet 

population in June 1959 was between 8-io thousand birds. 

Smith (+0, p, 171) states that in August 16-18, 193+ the 

ashy petrels out-numbered the aukiets by two to one. 

From my observation this Is due to the time of observation. 

In August, although the petrels are stili very active, 
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the anklet population is greatly reduced since most 

have raised their young and have left the "breeding" 

ground s. 

OTHER RECOPJ)S OF D1ST1ÜBUT1ON 

Cassin's aukiet has been found on two occasions 

off course on inland waters. Both of these records 

were from the same area on the Willamette River near 

Portland, Oregon (214., p. 16x4-). in 1920 Kuroda 

(31, p. 311) recorded Ptycnorpmhus ut1cp In the 

Kurile Islands, Jpan. This one specimen may have 

strayed from the Aleutian area. 
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1ATERIIJ AD FHOD 

This study is the result of observations made on the 

southern Oregon and northern Californian coasts between 

the periods June 15 to August 31, 1958. The study was 

continued through the fall and into the early Spring of 

1959. Observations were continued on the Farallon Is- 

lands during the summer, May i8 to August 18, 1959. 

Further data were collected during January and March 

1960. 

Several small islands from Bardon to Brookings, 

Oregon were explored In search for nesting colonies of the 

Cassin's aukiet during the summer of 1958. The larger 

bird islands searched were Table Rock at Bandon, Oregon 

and Goat island, at Brookings, Oregon. There was no 

sign of the Cassin's aukiets nesting on these Islands, but 

one dead specimen was found on Goat Island. Due to 

dangerous seas some other islands were quite Inaccessible 

and explorations were discontinued on the Oregon coast. 

Castle Rock near Crescent City, California was visited 

on several occasions and near the end of the season a 

small colony was located. At this time one of the bur- 

rows examined contained young in juvenal plumage. Access 

to the islands was accomplished by using a ]J+ foot fiber- 

glass boat and 35 h.p. motor. 



During the month of October 198, 25 art1f1c1.'i 

burrows were constructed of wood Including hinged i1s 

and light baffles. These were all made approxinteiy 

four feet long and six Inches square, and were trans- 

ported to Castle dock. Here they were prt1y burled 

in the soil and grassy tufts with the hope that the 

aukiets might utilize them during the next breeding 

season. This idea of nesting boxes ws received from 
the fact that aukiets had been reported on the Frailon 
Islands nesting in and under anything available. The 

use of the boxes by the aukiets would have fecilitnted 

observations and access to the burrows without digging 
away the natural burrows, which on Castle Rock were 

rather deep and often spiralled. Upon visiting Castle 

Rock again on April 26, 1959, lt was found that none of 

the 25 boxes had been utilized by the birds even though 

soil h&d been spread In them at the time they iere 
placed in position. On the same day that the boxes were 

exanlned, flue burrows were opened to reveal two aukiets 

incubating eggs. The stage of incubation was not deterin- 

med. Further Investigations on Castle Rock were discon- 

tinued because of the danger In landing on the island 
and because none of the aukiet burrows were sufficiently 

shallow to observe without great disturbance and certain 
desertion by the birds. 
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Since the aukletz hsd been reorted to be breeding 

on the Fsrallon Isl.ands by the thousnds, the week of 

May 17-2#, 1959 was spent in a trip to the 'arailones 

through the courtesy of the United States Cosst Guard. 

May 18-23 ws spent in observations. The aukiet 

colonies were found to be very extensive with consider- 

able variation in the location of the nests, Because 

of reconstruction and clean-up work being done by the 

Coest Guard personnel, many of the aukiets had been 

disturbed and slaughtered. 4ach of this was unavoidable 

in that the use of tractors for moving rocks and filling 

in areas access . itated the destruction of many burrows. 

The renova1 of old lumber ?.nd building riaterisi lying 

around on the Island also proved destruct1'e to aukiets. 

on the morning of May 19, 36 suitable burrows containing 

fresh eggs were staked and marked as observation nests. 

The same afternoon all but six had been destroyed by 

the tractor. Some excellent observation nests which I 

had marked for study were destroyed again the next day when 

a clean-up crew burned all the stray lumber found lying 

in the area of the most dense aukiet colony. These nests 

could he observed previously merely by lifting up the 

end of the bcards. These were some of the early diffi- 

culties of the study which fortunstely ended with the 

completion of the landscaping. 



kdditic.nt1 siitzibl burro were sought cut and 

marked on hay 20, and separate nest reccrd theets were 

started for each nst. At tbls time a rAwnbr of nests 

were also located !n whlcÌ't pipping or hatching young 

were measured, weighe aïci recorded. Since only one 

egg is laId by the atk1et thero w&s no irficu1ty In 

identifying the individual eggs or young. Oidy the bur- 

row entrances were rarkod with white pegs bearing 

nutìthers which corresponded to the nuzthers on the nest 

record sheets. when the ciicks were more than 30 days 

old it was necessary to nark the since they often left 

their burrows at night for exercise and would occasionally 

be found in neighboring burrows. Colored plastic tape 

was placed around the tarsi of the young birds for this 

purpose. 

The area around the light station buildings proved 

excellent for night observations on the aukiet activity, 

since the electric lights provided, along with the aid of 

7x50 power binocuars, sufficient light to see the move- 

sents aiid antics of the birds withut disturbing them. 

periments with various colored lights were conducted in 

other areas with no success. The aukiets were able to 

detect and became wary of white, amber, red, blue and 

green light even hen the colors were quite derise. These 

experiments were conducted with a 6 volt spot light using 
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vrying layers cf cellophane as color filters. The 

aukiets, however re quite ccutced to the lights 

from the buildings especially around the pcwerhouse which 

was lighted ali night long. Apprciximstely l7 hcurs were 

spent in night observations during the entire study. 

Observations were rnde on burrow digging, courtship 

displays, pre-copulatory behavior, copulation, territorial- 
isrn, recognition and greeting, and symbolic display. 

Later the aukiets' scunds were recorded on tape by picing 

the microphone near the burrows and by operating the 

recorder frcr a diztnce. An endeavor was made to inter- 

pret the sounds and associate tLei with their actions. 

This proved difficult however, since in the dinA light 

it was often difficult to tell which bird was producing 

the sounds. 

On Jüne 18, l99, I returned to the Farallones to 
continue my investigations throughout the summer nonths. 

The records begun in Ìay were continued except where the 

eggs had hatched during my absense leaving no indication 

as to the age of the chicks. More nests suitable for 

study were again searched for. Many were found with eggs 

at late stages of incubation and more hatching chicks 

were located. A total of 75 nests were studied from which 

the infornation necessary for incubation, growth rates 

and mortality was obtained. 
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The eggs and chicks were measured and weighed in the 

field almost every morning at approximately the same hour. 

Burrows containing eggs were observed daily in order to 

determine the hatching time. Weights were obtained with 

a triple beam balance and measurements were made with 

Vernier calipers, dividers and a centimeter rule. Figure 

1 shows the methods used for measuring the various parts 

of the birds. 

Aukiets exhibit no sexual dimorphism which I could 

discover without dissecting them. Consequently no ay 

was discovered to distinguish between male and fenu1e 

in the field. 

Difficulties in the observations of feeding the 

young and other activities carried on within the burrow 

were overcome by photographic methods using electronic 
flash. These photographs were made inside a large cave 

where several pairs of birds nested in exposed positions. 

Experiments were conducted upon the auklet's ability 

to recognize their young by marking and exchanging bur- 

rows of four young chicks while the parents were absent 

during the day. This also led to observations of the 

degree of tolerance of one chick for another, and the 

feeding intuition of the adults. 

Fost of the aukiets had left the island by the mid- 

dle of August and all of those included in my study had 
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left the nest by the incrnlng of gt 18, 1959 at which 

tii'ì I tern1nated the swrimer obervaticns. rther 

observetions were rnade n auki.t activity January 12-16, 

i6O and arch 17-23, 1960, at which time many of the 

previous observations on mating activity ee confirmed, 

strengthened or reinterpreted. 
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FIGURE I 

Illustrates the methods of measuring the culmen, 

tarsus, closed wing nd tail. Body length was 

measured from the tip of the bill to end of the tall 

and extent by measuring the shortest distance be- 

tween the fully spread wing tips. 
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ENV1RONÌENT OF THE BREEDING GROUNDS 

Foi the most part aukiets breed on rocky 

off-shore Islands especially where soft soils have ac- 

cumulated and grasses have taken hold. Burrows are dug 

to depths varying from two to five feet, but where the 

soil is thin or absent, any hole, crack or crevice 

between the rocks is substituted for a burrow. On Castle 

Rock I found that the aukiets burrowed deeply into the 

clay soils under rank tufts of grass. The burrows on 

this island were also variously branched with blind 

alleys, or with frequent curves or spirals. Castle Rock 

lies approximately one half mile off-shore. 

At the S.E. Farallon Islands, which are continental 

islands about 100 acres in area lying 28 miles west of 

Golden Gate, San Francisco, California (Figure 2), the 

colonies were very concentrated in the sodded areas and 

scattered elsewhere over the islands where the conditions 

of the rocks were suitable. Besides the soil and cracks 

in and under rocks the aukiets were also found burrowed 

in the guano in Brandt's cormorant territory, under piles 

of drift wood and lumber or debris from ruined buildings, 

in burrows under the occupied buildings of the Light 

Station and on the floors and recessed ledges of caves. 

Nests were found from a few yards from the spray zone 

to the highest parts of the islands about 300 feet 
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above sea-level. 

FIgures 3 to 7 show some cf the situations In which 

the aukiets were found nesting on the Farallones. 

The climatic conditions at the Farallon Islands 

during the year shows little variance in air and water 

temperatures. Foggy weather is common and high winds 

prevailing fro the northwest persist during the clear 

periods. The annual precipitation according to the 

weather records at the Light Station is low, approx- 

imately 9-10 inches most of whIch is precipitated between 

late December and April. Average sea tenperetures during 

the summer months, June to August, were 100C. Teporature 

readings of the sea on January 12, 1960 wore 9.50C. and 

100C. Ìarch 20, 1960. This indicates that the sea tern- 

peratures in this region have little variance from summer 

to winter, Air temperatures also showed little variation. 

The mean temperatures for July 1959 showed a low of 5+.O°F. 

and a high of 57. 5°F. Those for January 1960 showed a low 

of l970F and a high of 54.10F. The lowest temperature 

I O O of M-3.O F. was recorded In January and the highest, 76 F. 

was rocorded in October. 

On January 12 and 13, 1960, it was noted that the 

aukiet activity on land was greatly Inhibited during 

heavy showers of rain. At this time some burrows were 

temporarily flooded and the auklets returned to the open 
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FI3URE 2 

The approach to the Farallon Islands is directed 

by gulls. The islands are located approximately 28 

miles west of the Golden Gate at San Francisco. 
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FIGURE 3 

View of the south base of Lighthouse Hill. 

Cassin's aukLets nested in the soft soils in the fore- 

ground and under the loose rocks up the slope of the 

hill. The arrow points to the entrance of a large 

cave in wich the burrow activity of the aukiets 

was observed. 
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FIGUJIR # 

The entrance of an aukiet burrow beneath the 

Farailon weed j3.erla rnarjtirri. The weed heirs hold 

the soli together and reduced erosion by the wind. 
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FiGURE 5 

Piles of driftwood such as pictured here also 

concealed nrìy nesting aukicts. The birds were 

found in or under anything that offered thei cover. 
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FIGURE 6 

The photograph iÏiuitrates te arproxtmte 

density of trie aukiet burrows as found In many other 

depressions filled with soft soil on the island. 
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FIGUBE 7 

The por house produced abundant and continuai 
i1iuuination for night ohservations The exhaust 

'iei1 ictur-d at the right of the hritogrh 

caused the death of many aukiets. The foreground 

is perforated with atk1et burrows. 
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sea earlier than on the clear nights of January l+ and l. 

However, I believe that the first rains may influence the 
return of the auklets to land. The first rain after the 

dry season was recorded on December 23 and 2-t. The aukiets 

were heard on the island soon after the rain oy Coast 

Guard personnel. Burrowing conditions are obviously 

facilitated when the soil is damp. 

The predominating vegetation, the Farallon weed 

Baena maritima, a succulent sand spurrey (Lepigonum macro- 

thecum), and two grasses Hordeum murinum and PolyDogon . 

are green until the end of May when they begin to dry 

out. The Faralion weed dies completely leaving only en- 

tangled stems in the areas of soft soil. Although 

relatively unimportant as plants, the roots of the weeds 

and grass serve to hold the soft soil together making it 

useful to Cassin's aukiets which burrow extensively in 

these areas. The gulls and the Farallon and Pelagic 

cormorants also use the Farallon weed for nesting material. 

After the weed dies off trie winds cause a heavy loss to 

aukiet burrows by denudation and caving in. 

The principle species and the approximate populations 

of the breeding birds in June on the S.E. Farallones are 

listed in Table 1. The population figures are based on 

actual counts except those for the petrels which are 

estimations. Population of aukiets is staggered throughout 
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the long breeding season, and therefore many more may 

breed on the Island than the number Indicated for June 1959. 



T1 

TABLE I 

BIRD POPULATiONS 0F THE S.E. FARAi LON ISLANDS 

SPECIES APPROX1NATE 
POPULATION 

Scientific Common Name in June 1952 

1. .unda clrrhatp 
(Pallas) 

Tufted PuffIn 26 

2. Ptychoramphus Cassin's Aukiet 7500 to 8000 
leutIcp (Pallas) 

3. Cephus columba Pigeon Guillemot 750 to 1000 
(Pallas) 

#. Urla palge Common Murre 6000 to 7000 
(Pontoppidan) 

5. Larus occIdentpljs Western Gull 22000 to 23000 
Audubon 

6. Ocepnpdr leucorhop Leach's Petrel 100 to 200 
(Vieillot) 

7. Ocegnodromp hornochrop Ashy Petrel 3000 to 1+000 

(Coues) 

8. Phalperocprax auritus Double-crested 66 

( Lesson) Cormorant 

9. Plialocrocorax Brandt's 18000 to 20000 
peniciLtatus (Brandt) Cormorant 

10. Phalocrocorax Pelagic 650 to 800 
nelagicus Pallas Cormorant 

11. Haematopus bachmani Black Oyster- 16 
Audubon catcher 

12. alinctes obsoletus Rock Wren 100 to 120 
(Say) 
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INTBdSPECFIC RELATiONSHiPS 

Petrels and aukiets require almost identical nesting 
sitQs, but there is little apparent relationship oetween 

the two species. Petrels darting acaut In aerial pur- 

suits often dived close to resting aukits causing 

alarm and the aukiets to scatter. In a few instances 

petrels were seen to utilize the recesses of vacated 

aukiet burrows, but the numerous smaller cavities exist- 

Ing among the rOCkS and wails on the Farallones seemed 

to be preferred by the petrels. fock wrens were often 
seen flitting In and out of aukiet burrows in search 
of Carabid nd Tenebrionid beetle larvae. 

Gulls Interfered with the aukiets considerably. 
Àuklcts which nested in gull territory suffered great 

losses, and adult aukiets landing clumsily at night 

near a gull would be almost sure to be killed. From 

te examination of several dead aukiets in gull territory 
it was found that the chief cause of death was pecked 

skulls. Figure 8 Is a photograph of ten dead aukiets in 

close proximity to one another, probably slaughtered by 

the saine gulls. Chick and juvenal aukiets were often 
seen being e.ten by gulls and several were seen being 

carried off alive. Early each morning several gulls par- 

aded the aukiet territory peering into shallow burrows 
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in search ot' an easy meal. The gulls were also seen tc 

attack juvenl pigeon guilaemota while on the water. 

Arithöny (3, p. l3-l36) comments on a siiilar observ- 

atlon in which he ss.ys, "I have seen a Western gull pui.i 

a Cassirt's sukiet from a soinevhat more shailew burrow 

than usual snd swallow it with the same usto and 

apparent relish with which lt bolted the egg a ncìient 

later." Such an observation is unbelievable. Western 

gulls viii swallow yu.ng corirorants and murrea but they 

Can only manage it when the chicks are one or two days 

oid. !y observations were that the gulls pecked the 

aukiets apart before swallowing the pieces. 

Th Eurcresn rabbits which are the cny maai on 
the Island do not appear to disturb the sukiets to ny 

degree. At night the aukiets mcreJy move aside to let 

the rabbits go by, then Immediately continue their act- 

iVity. Loomis (35, p. 355) observed an aukiet sharing 

its apartment with two rabbits. 
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FiGURE 8 

Ten aukiets met their death in close proximity 

to one another in gull territory. Ail had been 

pecked to death. 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE ADULT 

Since sexual dirnorphisi IS not apparent in the 

Cassin's aukiet a single description suffices for both male 

and female. Seasonal variation In plumage color is re- 

stricted to considerable fading and wear, while increase 

in age of the Individual contributes to a browning of the 

feather tips of the wing and dorsal body coverts. The 

colors given In this description are from Ridgway's 

Color Standards and Nomenclature (1912). 

In the newly nAolted adult the reniçes, rectrices and 

the dorsal coverts from the tail to the culrnen, are a 

blackish slate or dusky neutral gray. The upper Wiflg 

and dorsal body coverts exhibit a faint tipping of' Dutch 

blue. The color of the lateral neck, cheeks, throat and 

breast gradually fade from a dark neutral gray to a pallid 

neutral gray. The throat Is often closer to pale gull 

gray or pale violet-plumbeous. The belly and lower tail 

coverts are white and cover a deep purplish gray down. 

The under side of the legs, the three toes, and both surf- 

aces of full webbing Is black, while the upper surface 

of the legs and tces is pearl blue. This pearl blue fades 

cut rapidly in prepared study skins. The bill Is stout 

and pointed at the tip. The culmen is entIrely black 

with transverse striae at the base, while the lower man- 

dible is black with a white area at the base. A black 
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line often divides the white at the base of the bill. 

Small white patches above and below the eye are 

distinctive and recognizable at considerable distances 

and give the birds a phantom appearance at night. The 

pupil of the eye is blackish brown, the iris opaline 

green to white. The adult aukiet is pictured in 

Figure 9. 

Juveniles in their first plumage can be identified 

from freshly molted adults by their blackish-brown 

eyes instead of the white to opaline green of the older 

birds. Young adults ae often observed with a blackish- 

brown mottling in the eye. Gabrielson and Lincoln 

(15, p. +96) record that the wings and tall are browner 

in the young birds. This statement is in error, since 

the wings and tali feathers of older adults are usually 

considerably browner than the blackish slate of' young 

and freshly molted birds. During the month of August, 

1959 several aukiets w re seen which had lost the 

ability to fly, because of badly worn and frayed wing and 

tall feathers. During this stage they were limited to 

the water. 

The weight of 19 live adults, all measured between 

8 and 12 each morning, showed a range from 12.5O grams 

to 200.00 grams, with a mean of 172.th grams. Cloacal 

temperatures of five birds averaged 106.5°F. with a 
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range between 105.0 Rnd 107,2°F. Veasurements foi' the 

various body parts are given in Table I. Table II 

compares the measurements of 12 maies and eight females 

made from the study skins at the Museum of Natural 

History, Oregon State College. Measurements given by 

Bryant (7, p. 30) have been included in the table for 

comparison. Bryant's figures are for three males and 

five females. T1e measurement of tarsal length in the 

study skins is noticeably less than for live birds. 

This is undoubtedly due to shrinking of the tissues 
around the bone. 
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FIGURE 9 

An adult aukiet photographed at night with 

electronic flash, The bird was held at bay with 

a flashlight until Its portrait was taken. 
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TA3LE li 

Measurements of live Cassin's aucklet adults 

(Measurements in centimeters). 

od part thecirnens Average Range 

Body length 21 22.97 20.0 - 23.50 

Culmen 21 1.92 1.75 - 2.25 

Tarsus 21 2.66 2.50 - 2.90 

Closed wing 21 12)+8 12.00 - 13.140 

Extent 3 f.31+ I+3.00 - +6.00 

Tail 21 f.08 3.50 - 5.00 



TABLE III 

Measurements of museum specimens comparing male 

and female Cassin's aukiets (Measurements in centi- 

meters). Measurements of 3 males and 5 females from 

Bryant (7, p. 30) are given in parentheses for 

comparison. 

Body Dart . ec1mens Average 

1osed wing maie 12 12.85 (12.70) 
female 8 12.61f (12.78) 

u1men male 12 1.92 ( 1.92) 
female 8 1.89 ( 1.98) 

Bill depth male 12 0.92 
at base female 8 0,87 

Tarsus male 12 2.5+ ( 2.33) 
female 8 2.53 ( 2.39) 

35 

1an?. e 

12.30 - 13.50 
11.50 - 13.20 

1.73 - 2.06 
1.83 - 2.00 

0.80 - 1.03 
0.78 - 1.00 

2.i-0 - 2.75 
2)+6 - 2.68 



CALLS AND CONUNICATION 

Those who have ventured into aukiet territory at 

night during the breeding season are aware that these 

pecu1iir birds although evasive in their nocturrì1 

habits are far from being secretive in the sounds they 

produce. Dawson and Bowles (12, p. 91g) have aptly 

described the aukiet chorus as reminding one of a frog 

pond in full cry or like the squealing of pigs. The 

sound not only superficially resembles a "frog pond in 

full cry" but there Is a similar tendency for the 

sounds to begin simultaneously. Often the entire 

aukiet colony may be silent fifteen 

then in one corner, an individual will begin a few bars 

as if' tuning in all the other members of the chorus. 

Within seconds the whole area is acroak with their 

kreeking". While producing the sounds, every muscle 

seems to be called into use. The throat puffs consider- 

ably and the whole body vibrates. 

At least ten variations of the aukiet sounds were 

noted during the many hours spent In nightly observations. 

Upon first arriving fram the sea the aukiets flop 

clumsily to the ground within a yard or two of their 

burrow entrance, scamper along the ground, half' hopping, 

half running, often uttering a short, clIpj.ed "Krick" 

as they disappear into their holes. When the incubating 
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mate is present a series of gutteral "Ker-chuck - Ker- 

Chuck" scunds are emitted as welcome. This seems to come 

from the incubating bird. Silence usually follows or a 

sipping sound may be detected by listening close to the 

burrow. These sipping sounds were also detected from 

nests far back in a cave and were determined as being 

made during the feeding process. 

During cave observations the Incoming birds which 

landed just inside the cave entrance navigated by 

fluttering and hopping along the floor of the cave, 

every once in a while pausing to utter a clicking sound 

produced by the snapping of the bill. This was an Im- 

mediate signal to the young at the nest sIte to begin 

their begging call, a constant "cheeeep - cheeeep," until 

with a few satisfied twitters from both adult and young 

at bodily contact, the feeding process began. The beg- 

ging calls of the young and the bill snapping may be 

interpreted as location calls. As the chicks become 

older the sounds become more "squawk-like" and may be re- 

ferred to as "chirring" sounds. 

Sounds made by the adult birds during mating, 

greeting and social activities are variations of a basic, 

katydid or cricket-like chirring or "kreek-kreek-kreek- 

kreek," which is usually warbled slightly on the "ree" 

syllable. The "kreek" sound varies In duration, pitch 
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and frequency. During the full cry chorus sudden 

changes tn rhythm occur. reet1t1ous "krick-1-er"; 

may switch to a "kreeka, kreeka", to a "kut-i-er-kcut-1- 

er-kut-i-er" or to a non-trilled "kreer-kut-kreer-kut" 

or "kreek-ut-kreek-ut". This last sound is frequently 

reversed to a "kut-reeah-kut-reeah" and in this varia- 

tion it is riot unlike the sounds of the kilideer. 

Aukiet pairs when sitting or circling on a rock were 

heard to utter mutual trilled and warbled "kreerr-er, 

kreerrr-er" sounds in between considerable twittering 

which I am unable to describe In words. Fights be- 

tween two birds initiated a growl-toned chirring or 

"krrr, krrr, krrr", and the warning call is a loud 

"kreer" sound. 

During January observations most of the sounds were 

made from the burrows. In many instances only one bird 

was present In the burrow but all were actively contribut- 

Ing to the htkreek_iertt chorus. In March and later in the 

season the sounds were most vigorous between midnight 

and dawn. Departure ceremonies of paired birds are 

accompanied by characteristic squawks and as they fly 

toward the sea both birds utter cries similar to alarm 

calls which give the impression of fearfulness of some 

unseen pursuer. 
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COUiTSIJP AND l'ATINU 

Cassin's aukiets arrived back on their breeding 

grounds on the Farallon Islands as early as the last 

week in December 1959 and by the first week in January 

1960, were present at night in large numbers. 

The presence of the aukiets on the Farallones dur- 

Ing the winter hasbeen noted by at least three authors 

but has been Ignored In more recent literature. 

Heerman (22, p. 75) states that the Cassin's aukiets 

abound on these Islands during the winter but he did 

not find them present In the spring. The exact months 

are not indicated by Heerman. Gruber (19, p. 171) 

Indicates that the auklets are occasionally present 

In winter en the Farallones and Bryant (7, p. 28) 

records that the aukiets came in great numbers on Jan- 

uary ])+th, 1887. Observations during the middle of 

January Indicate that those early birds were beginning 

nesting and mating activities. Although no eggs were 

found at this time, the aukiets were busy kreeking, 

bowing, scratching burrows, or searching for suitable 

burrow sites. Old burrows were repaired by many birds, 

but new ones were begun by a few. Very little activity 

above ground as observed In January and most birds 

stayed only three or four hours after their arrival, 
about one and a half hours after sunset. 



Weed plucking in certain &reas, and. pecking at the 

hrE ground w conspicuous ¿.nd some of tbe plucked material 

was actually taken into the burrows and strewn along their 

entire length. The sign1ficance cf weed pulling and 

ground ptcirirg i riot clear but it is tIought that this 

habit may e due to the nest-buildIng tinuii. The eggs 

bowevr, are laid on the bare soil in w1derid area at 

the eid of the burrow. Sever2l pairs r.f b1rd were seen 

to aEarch for new burrowing sites in between periods nf 

courting. They peered into every niihe and crack, and 

around every boulder, t'or possible pöitions, frequently 

pecking the ground or plucking weeds as they proceeded. 

The urge to burrow in one pair seemed very great since 

they were oh;erved to scratch the soil vigorously in many 

places. 

Mutual displays were noted to include recognition and 

greeting movements, a type of circling, or an about-facing 

habit, head bobbing and bowing, head waggling, wing raising, 

and passing. ecognition and greeting ceremonies were 

frequently brief and sometimes absent. At times when 

two birds were fighting the arrival of a mate wouad 

usually cause the ending of the squabNe, with no display- 

ing. Qn other occasions, especially early In the night 

activity, the Incoming bird was welcomed with side-step- 

ping, billing, nibbling of the facial and neck feathers 



and with 'krrr-krrr-krrr", c;.r "chirr-chirr-chirr" sounds 

repeated over arid cver at intermittent intervals. Greet- 

Ing In the burrows was characterized by a lower gutteral 

Hkirrr.kirrr_kirrrt. Circling Is characterized by about- 

facing or by weak side-stepping part way round the ziate 

ard is ofter accompanied by pauses, wing raising or quick 

steps to a facing or mounting position. In wing raising 

only on wing Is slightly spread in a horizontal position 
towards the mate. Among the coxiiiionest habits are the 

head bobbing, bowing and waggling. The bowing is not a 

precise prolonged bow as demonstrated by penguins and 

inurres but a quick forward tilting of the head. in bob- 

bing the whole neck moves quickly up and down and in 

waggling, the head and neck are moved from side to side. 

Bobbing and wsggllng were seen frequently in pairs after 

the "kreek-i-er" sounds were e:uiitted. Passing is dis- 

played when one bird of a pair of aukiets, after sitting 

for a period, moves, half hopping, half running, ahead 

of its mate. The second bird follows and passes the 

former, often pausing immediately in front. Passing is 

often continued for five or six meters snd most often 

ends with one of the pair quickly about-facing to bill 

with its mate, or with both birds flying a small circle 

and returning to the original starting pisce near the 

burrow site. Some of these motions are illustrated in 



Figures 10 and 11. 

For''ard jabbing and pecking thrusts are comrnoníy dis- 
played against Intruding birds. Upon one occasion I 

observed four birds peacefully occupying a position upon 

the sanie rock. Presently one pair of the aukiets left 
and thereafter the other pair vigorously defended the 

position from further intrusion. Although no cne def- 

inite area is defended the activity may be interpreted 

as a mild territorial behavior. 

On May 20, 1959 the activity of more than fifty 

birds 'ATas clearly seen in light from the Coast GuEird 

powerhouse. On this occasion one pair of birds were 

seen to engage in copulation which lasted for approx- 

imately 30 seconds. The sexual act which took place on 

a rock vas preceded by cnsIderabie bowing, head wag- 

gling, billing antics, twittering and interiittent k.reeking. 

It was impossible to isolate the particular sound pro- 

duced by these two birds from the constant din from all 
the other aukiets In the area. The billing antics seen 

In many other pairs of birds seem to be chiefly aimed 

at the white patch at the base of the lower mandible 

although nibbling of the bill and tips and facial feathers 

is frequently observed. Following the billing and calling, 
one of the pair squatted while the other, apparently the 

male, waddled up to its mate with Its body humped, and 

head. pointed downward at about a 145 degree angle and tail 
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erect. cvemet s1riHir to the circ'ing seen in the 

guillemots but with wing spreading nd back atepping 

preceded the act of ccition. After dismounting both 

birds rustled their feathers, stretched by flapping the 

wings, settled down face to face, and began more calling, 

billing and wagging the heads from side to side. 

Siit1i1ar behavior was observed between pairs of 

birds during the setson without the sexual act being in- 

volved. The acts cf courtship in these instances were 

u.zul1y followed by periods cf stretching and preening. 

This preening is undoubtedly the same as "substitute 

preoning" as described by Tinbergen (7, p. 225-226) 

and mentioned by Storer (ii-3, p. lf9) as relative to the 

genus cpphus. Thoresen and Booth (+6, p. 10) have also 

described similar totions in the pigeon guillemot during 

mating behavior. The actions in the aukiet however, seem 

to be less pronounced than those seen in the pigeon 

guillemot his and the events occur in more 

rapid. sequence. 



FIGTJRE 10 

The upier drawing illustrates billing behavior 

between mated pairs and the lower illustrates the 

behavior of passing. Both activities are part of 

mating display. 



FiGURE 11 

In the upper dra1rg the left hire rakes a 

retreat when the bird on the right iekes a forerd 

jab towarc! it. Jabbing ay be interpreted as a 

threat d.sp1ay. The icwer drawing iilutrates 

the habit of wing raising in natd birds. Orte wing 

is often stretched toward tht mate. This activity 

ay be n indication of sex since only one bird of 

a pair, possibly the male, ws seen to deuonstrate 

the behavior. 
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NESTS AND TERRITC LUES 

Storer (1+3, p. Ji+3-1+6) has pointed out that 

guillemots demonstrate considerable versatility in their 

choice cf nesting sites. The aukiets demonstrate the 

same versati] ity. The various nesting conditions on 

the Farallones have already been pointed out in the 

chapter, EnvIronment of Breeding Grounds. As with the 

guillemots the prime condition for a nesting site is a 

roof or shelter from gulls and other predtors. 

Nesting periods are staggered, some birds beginning 

early, others later In the year. The larger proportion 

of the aukiets begin earlier than the majority of other 

species of sea birds and late nesting aukiets are apt to 

desert their egg at the slightest disturbance. Dawson 

and Bewies (12, p. 912) give the nesting season from 

April to June. Dawson (10, p. l7+) records that fresh 

eggs were the rule May 20 to June 3, 1911. Bent 

('F, p. 110-116) states that the breeding season is pro- 

longed Ar)ril to November but records eggs on an island 

off lower California early in March. Howell, in notes 

sent to Bent 0+, p. 111) observed that early In June 

1910 on the Los Coronados Islands, In 50 nests examined 

all contained eggs In various stages except three which 

had small young. On June 30, 1913 the order was reversed. 

There were only three eggs and the remainder of the nests 



had young In all stages. More 1nvest1cat1ons are 

necessary In order to determine the reason for fluctuation 

In the times of nesting. A study such as this would re- 

quire several years of constant observation and the keep- 

ing of careful weekly records on weather conditions, 

abundance of nesting birds, and other factors. One 

hypothesis based on the observation that young birds tend 

to nest later In the season and upon mortality, is that 

the age frequency of the birds may fluctuate from time 

to time. Those periods when the age frequency Is higher 

due to high mortality of young In previous years, and 

favorable winter conditions leading to decrease In 

mortality of older birds, may cause an Increase in early 

nesting activities. The opposite effect could be respons- 

ible for shifts to later nesting. Favorable or unfavorable 

weather conditions at the breeding grounds may also be an 

Important factor In the shift of the breeding peak. 

Further examples of nesting times are given in the 

literature. Heath (21, p. 3f) quotes the Alaskan natives 

as indicating that the auklets arrive on Forrester Island 

about Warch 1. Stephens (1+1, p. 96-97) reporting from 

the Coronados islands, exico, noted that on Ìarch 5, 

1921 aukiet burrows had been cleaned out, but no birds 

were present in the burrows. Smith 0+0, p. 171) noted 

fresh eggs on the Farallones on August 17, 1933. 



on January 12, 1960 accordIng to my own observt1on, 

and as early as the last week of December 1959 according 

to the Coast Guard personnel stationed on the Farallones, 

the aukiets were siready engaged in the cleaning of old 

arid the excavating cf new burrows. Bryant (7, p. 29) 

observed that the aukiets did not î3ke burrows on the 

Farallon Isinds hut layed in natural cavities among the 

rocks. This Is far from the truth at the present time, 

for aukiet holes honeycomb all areas where soft soil is 

available while the natural cavities among the rocks are 

still inhabited. Bryant (7, p. 28-29) also states that 

the aukiets came in creat numbers on January 14, 1887, 

and that eggs were found as late as flovember 20, 1886. 

Although auklet burrows were most dense in the 

sodded depressions between rocky areas no definable 

individual colonies couid be distinguished. In the 

dense areas burrow entrances were often only a fe in- 

ches apart although none were f oun tbat intersected with 

s 

Excavation of burrows takes piace with no little 

ceremony, and both birds take part in the digging. On 

one occasion I observed two birds actively taking turns 

at scratching out the beginning of a new burrow. The 

beginning of the burrow on fiat ground is started by 

scratching In ail directions. The birds have needle sharp 



claws and dIgging Is accomplished with the expenditure 

of considerable energy and skill. Thth feet scratch 

alternately, causing the SOI]. to scatter a considerable 

distance. After a depression is made on the ground the 
birds begin to dig on ne side until a cavity results. 

The progress Is not rapid due to the many pauses to run, 

hop, threat display at neighbors and periods of bowing and 

kreeking to partners. Usually only two or th;'ee inches 

of depth are accomplished In one night. T burrows 

started on the night of January 18 were stili being 

excavated on March 17. Both were appr:xirnately three feet 

long in Xarch. This may be the main reason for early 

nesting activIties, altough old burrows need only be 

cleaned out or deepened. The aukiets seeni to prefer sorne 

solid material under which to burrow and most burrows 

begIn at the base of a rock, board, log, the roots of 

vegetation, or the side of a bank. The reason for this 
is obviously mechanical. The tunnels formed may be 

straight or variously curved to spiralled. Blind side 
branches are also found in the burrows although this is 

the exception rather than the rule on the Farallones. 
Depending on the location and the soit c'ndition, bur- 

rows varied from 18 inches to about + feet in length. 

On Csstle sock, Dei Norte County, C1ifornia the burrows 

tended to be deeper and more spiralled In the heavily 



soiled banks (See Figure 12). in shallow soils such 

as present n the Farallones the burrows run parallel 

to the surface at a depth of about 3 to 10 Inches. in 

many instances it was possible to ïocate the end of the 

burrow without disturbing the burrow entrance, a con- 

dItion highly favorable to such studies as the present 
one. By making a back entrance arid blocking It With a 

small rck these burrows were very accessible for 

observation purposes. 

There is a weak territria1 display among the aukiets 

but it is difficult to distinguish from recreational 
sporting. Both territorial and recreational displays 

stem from mating behavior. During the approximately 175 

hours spent in night observations in a position where 

20-75 birds could be seen with reasonable clarity, 

several different types of social displays were evident. 

Early in the year the activities are displayed in pairs and 

are primarily concerned with mating and burrow defense. 

Later, since many birds are interactive the displays may 

be interpreted as recreational or for the preservation 
of the pair-bond. 

Among actively displaying birds fighting is commonly 

demonstrated. These fights were seen to vary in Intensity 
from threat postures and jabbing to face to face combat. 

in threat posture the aukiets may or may not be in full 
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FIGURE 12 

A Cassin's auklt in a deeo soil burrow on 

Castle Rock near Crescent City, California. The 

burrow entrance was also hidden by thick, tall 

grass. 





stance. The pition is recognized when one bird makes 

a steo toward its opperient with the beck humped arid bill 

foriiar3. The ppcnent usually moves. Jabbing, or fcrward 

pecking movernents, are a more active threat. This Is seen 

frequently w1.en a second or third bird tries to mount an 

occupied perch. The perched bird makes several quick jabs 

toward the intruder causing lt to retreat. If the Intruder 

fails to retreat actual contact pecking results and the 

intruder is pus'ned cff the perch. This type of fighting 

often results in both birds lcsing the perch, and continu- 

Ing their pursuit among the weeds. On the ground c1ases 

are characterized by running or hopping, in spurts, with 

the head stretched forward, for short dïstnces or by 

flyIng about two yards at a tiNe. This behavior strongly 

reminds one of grasshoppers. i hve seen such chases 

result in the pursued bird arriving back on the original 
rock perch at whick time the roles were reversed. 

Face to Laco combat was frequently observed. Ïn this 
the opponents face each other with tails erect, wings part- 
ly spread and head feathers ruffled. Their heads waggle 

from side to side briefly and contact is made by leaping 

at each other as roosters in a cock fight (Figure 13). 

Combat ends when om bird turns and runs. The stimulus 

for this "cock fighting" was not clear. is is certain 

that lt is not strictly territorial, since the chases 
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FIGUR1 13 

F,ce to face co'bat was often einonstrated 

durirg the month of June. The motl',ns remind ùne 

of two roo!ter5 fighting. 
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and fighting occurred over wide areas beyand the limits 

of many burrow entrances. 

Other chses involving up to a dozen birds, all 

swltcMng roles from one moment to the next, wore inter- 

preted a social or recreational display. This behavior 

I have called "tagging". Wing coverts and tail feathers 

vere often caught with the bill during tagging g ames, and 

along with the tagging, "leap-frogging" was demonstrated 

actively. "Leap-frogging" occurred when a pursued bird 

suddenly stopped and turned on Its pursuer which escaped 

by jumping over its opponent with the aid of the wings. 

Ï have seen two birds leap each other three times in 

succession, each turning upon the other te give chase 

or to tag. 

Besides tagging and leap-frogging a sport of dodging 

in and out of the weeds and popping in and out of burrows, 

ground squirrel-like was indulged in by several birds at a 

tire. in these no bcdily contact was observed. The 

object of the display seemed merely to keep out of the 

way of the other birds. 

The scelsi activities and the mild fighting observed 

are not unlike the activities displayed by the pigeon 

guillemots when on the water during the otherwise idle 

hours of the day as described by Storer 0+3, . l+7) and 

Thoresen and Booth (1f6, p. 33) in considerable detail. 



in iarch, I ooserved aukiets during the day approx- 

imately two miles from the Farallon Islands. The birds 

were scattered arid showed no evidence of social behavior 

as seen in the guillemots while on the water. The birds 

observed skittered over the surface of the water, dived 

or took to flight as the ship approacheth There is 

need for further observations on the aukiet at sea. 



iik; LiGS, 1LCUBATICN AND }iATCL1NG 

The Cssin's aukiet lays one dull white to creamy 

colored e which varles in shape from elliptical ovate 

t') ovate. The yolk is flame scarlet giving the fresh 

ergs the creamy white coloration, but as the chick 

develom the eggs have a bluish or greenish tinge, 

probably due to the dark down of the chicks. This s'ight 

change in color serves as a distingul shing characteristic 

between fresh. and weil incubated eggs. Eggs often 

become nest stained from the substrate material. Figure 

11+ pictures the nest-stained egg of n auklot. 

Table IV shows my measurements of 73 aukiet eggs and 

cnmpares them with previous avaIlable data from Bryant 

(7, . 29) and from Bent 0+, p. 112). 

TABLE TV 

Aukiet egg measurements in mii1imters 

Measurements 
of eggs in 
this study 

73 eggs 

I s 

(7, p. 29) 
Measurement s 

O eggs 

Average +6.O X 33.6 45.3 X 32.5 

Extremes +9.O X 35.0 +9.O X 35.0 
Length +0.O X 32.5 2.5 X 3.0 

Extremes *k.6 X 30.0 +8,o X 36.0 
Width +5.0 X 310 +3.0 X 32.0 

I5 
(1f, p. 112) 
Measurement s 

60 eggs 

6.9 X 31+.3 

51.0 X 3)+.5 

f1+.0 X 3+.0 

45.0 X 37.0 
1+5.0 X 31.5 

Weight of 60 eggs showed a range from 22.5 grams to 

32.0 grams with a moan of 27.3+ grams. These eggs were in 
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FIGURE i+ 

Photograph of a nest-stained aukiet egg which 

hs been roved to the entrance of the burrow for 

photographing. 
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various stages of incubation and since there is a marked 

loss in egg weight during incubation more data Is 

necessary to compare the weights of fresh eggs with 

those ready to hatch. 

Bent 0+, p. 116) has summarized Information on the 

egg dates from various regions as follows: 

Lower California - 29 records March 10 - June 8 

l records April 6 - May 18 

Santa Barbara islands - 10 records May 16 - June 29 

5 records June + - June 9 

Farallon Islands - 61+ records April 3 - July 20 

32 records Nay 29 - June 18 

Sanak Islands, Alaska - 2 records June 6 

2 records June 7 

1 record July 3 

Those data appear vague, since they indicate only 

the dates on which eggs have been collected rather than 

give information as to when the first eggs are laid. 

Although aukiet activity was considerable In 

January 1960, no fresh eggs wore found. Several unhatched 

eggs from the previous season were found that had been 

pushed out of the burrows by the birds during the clean- 

Ing process. 

Van Rosseni (1+8, p. ++3) noted that Cassin's aukiets 

were Incubating eggs on February 2, 1932 on San Benitos 



iEi.-Ïld, F&:, Ca11frn1. This 1 by f the earliest 

E date fr tu1s ec1e. 
$ince criiy on . Egg is laid deterrn1natior. of the 

Incubation period ws pur1y by eha: f finding freshly 

laid eggs tracing then until they 1ìatchd, I 

I7?I ure hcw old the eggs were WTfl rcur.d. Most gs 

wtthed were cbicusi.y well incubated when they were 

disc.vsred. Two eggs bere lïcubated for 37 days after I 

discovered then, and both hatched the same day. in a 

third ie3t t9 eg was rcubtd days nd then deserted. 

It rroved te be infertile. Tberefor y coici1on i 
tht the Incubation period for' Cassin's aukiet Is at 

lcst 37 days. Incubating birds move the egg to 

various positicns under their body. Several aukiets were 

secn to holU the egg under the wing for corsiderab1e 

perIods. The onLy Information on auklet Incubation period 

in the literature Is for tio dIfferent times, both of 

wJich are cited In Bent , p. 113). Bent quotes erson 

as giving the Incubation as 21 days axxl. r. Littlejohn 

as 30 days. 

Table V summarizes the available information on 

incubation and fledging periods in the family AIcid for 

coriparative purposes and illustration of our lack of know- 

ledge of this family of birds. Fisher and Lockley 

(1k, p. 281) on the puffin, and Lockley and Keighiey 



1; 

(33, p. I6-l7l) on the azorbi1l nd common murre. 

Winn (O, p. 14778 also has presented Information on the 

blck giillemot. Thoresen axìd Booth ()7, p. 1-36) record 

that the fledging period, of pIgeor guillemots varies 

fron 3-37 dys. On f'rther observation on th aralIones 

two juveniles of this species were seer, to reiîIn in the 

nest for O thys. 

The fig'ures g5ven In the table are frofl Fisher rd 

Lockiey (ib-, p. 282) except thuso for the pigeon 

guflieriot and Cassin's anklet, and the fIgure for the 

fieg1ng period of the comrorA rnurre 1ì an avertge of 

Fisher's and Lockley's figure of l5.+ days nd the l8-2+ 

dsys given by Johnson (26, p. 167). 



TABLE V 

Incubation and fledging periods in the Alcidae. 

(Average time in days) 

Species Incubation Fledging Total 
Cassin's aukiet At least 37.0 81.7 
Ptychorpnrnhus 
aleuticp Pal1as) 

Pigeon guillemot 31.0 36.5 67.5 
eothus coluinba 

Pallas 
Black guillemot 29.14 39.5 69 
Çehus grylle 
(Linnaeus) 

Common puffin 141.7 149 90.7 
Fratercu1 artip 
(Linnaeus) 

Razorbill 314.3 15.2 149.5 

Alca torda 
Linna eu s 

Common murre 
Urla aai.ge 
(Pontoppidan) 

18.0 

Hatching of the eggs occurs after two or three days 

from the beginning of pipping. A few eggs were seen to 

hatch within 214 hours after the first signs of pipping, 

but most took the longer period. One egg which had been 

pipping for about 30 hours was found deserted by the 

adult early one morning. The egg felt quite cold and was 

taken indoors, wrapped in wool and set in a warm place. 

The chick hatched six hours later. The same evening just 
before the arrival time of the adults the newly hatched 
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FIGURE 15 

Aukiet chick hatching. The white egg tooth is 

distinctly seen. 
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chick was replaced In the burrow frozr which it was taken. 

The next morning an adult bird was with the chick which 

Was looking healthy and normal. The chick was alone again 

the next day, but was raised to the age of only 35 days. 

Its deveIoprent was only half of that of normal chicks. 

I assumed that it was being fed by only one adult and 

consequently did not receive sufficient nourishment. It 

was dead on the thirty-sixth day. Figure 15 is a photo- 

graph of the chick in the process of hatching. 

One other day-old chick found cold was taken indoors 

and kept warm for the day and replaced in the burrow in 

the evening. The adults returned and raised the chick 

normally. The normal pattern Is for the adult to stay 

with the chick during the day until lt is three or four 

days old at which stage the chick Is able to maintaIn its 

own body temperature level and remain alone In the burrow. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF TH1 YOUNG 

Hatching takes place early in the morning and the 
aukiet chicks being precocial, hatch with a tull coat of 

soft down. The eyes are blackish-brown. The color of the 

down varies from black to a dark purplish gray dorsally and 

ventrally from neutral gray to pale purplish-gray or pallid 

neutral gray. An area imniediately around the eyes tends 

to be free from down, the frail legs and feet are pink 

and the toes tipped with black claws. Figure 16 is a 

photograph of a 2 hour chick and Figure 17 of a 5-dey- 

old chick. 

The average weight of 11 chicks upn hatching was 

17.81 grams (10.3% of the adult weight) with a range from 

13.0 to 20.0 grains. By the end of the first day the 

weight had increased to an average of 19.31 grams. This 

Indicates that the chicks -are fed the first night. Table 

VI indicates the growth by weight of aukiet chicks from 

the time of hatching until the time the juveniles leave 

the nest. Since weights depend upon the amount of food in 

the crop the ranges in the dafly weights are worthy of 

consideration. Figure 18 is a photograph of an 11-day- 

old chick with an unusually fully stuffed crop. 

The average daily gain in weight is +.i8 grams up to 

the thirtieth day when fluctuation in weight is noted. 

Fluctuations in the weight after the thirtieth day were 



TABLE VI 

Growth by weight in grams of the young of 

Ptythorarrphus 1eug. 
Age in days Number of Average Range 

specimens 

o 11 17.81 13.0 to 20.0 
i 13 19.31 17.0 to 22.6 
2 13 21.17 18.2 to 2.3 
3 8 26.24 21.5 to 29. 
Lf lo 26.55 21.5 to 31.0 
5 10 30.7)+ 26.5 to 31.0 
6 10 35.33 29. to 39.3 
z 7 '+1.60 32.5 to +9.5 
¿j 7 +*.90 9.5 to 53.5 
9 10 +9.69 to 55.3 
10 10 53.37 1+5,3 to 58.9 
Il 9 61.35 53.0 to 83.1 
12 9 62.+0 50.5 to 76.3 
13 8 72.33 1+8.7 to 86.0 
J_14. 

7 78.15 60.1 to 100.0 
15 10 60.5 to 
16 11 86.12 58.6 to 100.0 
17 9 9+.51 6i. to d3.8 
18 9 96.04 62.8 to 109.5 
19 9 101.82 70.0 to 128.0 
20 10 10+)+2 70.6 to 126.3 
21 9 1i.95 93.8 to 138.6 
22 9 116.74 93.2 to 10.8 
23 9 120.2+ 95.0 to 1i-8.0 2 8 125.61 105.2 to 1+7.5 
25 9 126.0+ 101.1+ to 152.5 
26 10 135. 117.6 to 163.3 
27 11 135.63 105.2 to 162.0 
28 9 137.9k 119.0 to 153.0 
29 10 1'+0.16 115.5 to 161.8 
30 9 139.f6 119.0 to 159.0 
31 U 1+].)+2 103.0 to 165.0 
32 11 1+.30 110.0 to 170.0 
3 11 ])+tc.56 117.5 to 171.0 
34 11 151.31 111.0 to 182.0 
35 U 153.58 123.3 to 172.5 
36 10 1+7.77 106.5 to 165.5 
37 12 i8.o 102.0 to 165.0 
38 12 153.+5 107.5 to 171.0 
39 12 151.86 132.5 to 17+.6 

il 151.78 125.0 to 170.0 
i1 11 152.16 122.3 to 165.0 



TABLE VI (continued) 

Age in days Number of Average 
ec1inens 

142 8 150.06 
143 9 11+8.97 

6 11+7.31 
1+5 

3 155.33 
1+6 3 1314.146 
1+7 2 1214.25 
1+8 1 115.5o 
149 1 117.50 

Range 

121.0 to 162.0 
135.0 to 168.0 
1314.0 t.. 163.5 
1149.0 to 162.8 
125.8 to 3146.5 
121.5 to 127.0 
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F1GU.FE 16 

A one-day-old chick exposed in Its nest under 

a pile of driftwood. 
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FIGURE 17 

A handsome five-day-old chick. At this age the 

chicks are quite docile. Notice that the feet and 

legs are still pinkish. 
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FIGURE 18 

An eleven-day-old chick with its crop stuffed 

to capacity. The egg tooth has worn off and the 

upper surfaces of the legs and toes have the 

characteristic bluish appearance, while the webbing 

is dark. 





probably due in part to t fact that the ycung birds 

begin :1n exere1ses ciitse the burrows t about the 

thirtit(4 day oriard. Juri11es renaming after the 

t3rty-fittb day show a varke dc11n In weight 

pzhb1y due tc st.rvatIcr and desrticn by the arents. 

Cbs.prvatIcrs on one nest in w1ch a )4 day juv11e 

riiaIed, itdIcated that the adults did. not return 

thrIr the Thllcw1ng night. The young bird ergd in 
wing xerc1es and !ïozt f1ight within 10 feet of the 

t:urcw. 

.ody teiner&tures cf first day C:1CkS avergd 

99°F. if left by the adult dc1ig the first two .ays 

tI chicks wcr vbjected to con!ideratle shlveri.rìg. 

By the third day, although there was no appreciable 

incrse in their body temperatures, the chicks were 

able to remain alone. It wes not uncommon howvr, to 

find adults in the burrow with their young on the fourth 

dy after hatch!n. OrA tile sixth day the body terperattìre 

of the chicks averaged 99.0F., ci the twelfth day 100°, 

on the fifteenth da' 102°, the eighteenth day 1014.°, and 

on the twentieth day 105°?. By the thirtietn day their 

body t?ipertures measured within the range of the adult 

birds. ThiS demonstrates a slow rate of stabilization 

of body temperatures in the yc.)ung aukiets. 

Table VII Indicates growth in aukiet chicks by daily 
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measurements of various body parts. 

Gabrielsor and Lincoln (]5, p. +96) have indicated 

that pin feathers begin to show at the base of the down 

when the chick is but two or three days old. This state- 

ment is in error due to the former 1ac1 of knowledge and 

underestimation of the growth rates in Cassin's aukiet. 

Rather, the development proceeds at a very slow but steady 

rate. Ten to 15-day-old chicks are still quite rnail, 

soft, and downy and when compared to many other species 

may easily be mistaken for two or three-c.y-old chicks. 

The legs and feet have changed from pink to gray black 

with a bluish cqst to the upper toes and tarsi by the 

tenth day. An even slower rate of developtnent is seen 

in the various species of petrels (0cean). The 

first signs of the pin feathers appear between the twelfth 

and sixteenth day after hatching. These are first evident 

on the belly laterally toward the wings, on the dorsal 

midline and on the wings. By the eighteenth day they 

are also evident on the head and neck. 

On the twentieth to twenty-third day (Figure 19) 

the wing primaries are weil shafted and begin to plume, 

and the belly coverts are conspicuously white under the 

thinning dowrt. The juvenal plumsge is visible by 30 

days when most of the down Is replaced with plumage. 

Patches of down often adhere to the nape and rump until 



;i 
the forty-second. day. W1 21 sh'w$ a veri1' at 
approximately 3 days. 

The tail first appears at ahcut te fmrtnth dy as 

a downy tuft. By the eighteenth day the shafts cf the 
rectrices are i.Ocm in length and gratlually 1ncreae to 

approximately .O cm. before the vacation of the hirru. 

The age in days of young birds leaving the nest 
naturally, varied from +l days to Q d.ys. Of 17 birs 
recorded, two left on the forty-firt ey, oie on the f0rty- 
second, three on the forty-third, two on the forty.-f'urth, 

three on the fortyfi.fth, two each on the forty-sixth and 

forty-seventh days and one euch on the fc'rty-eighth and. 

fiftieth days. This giv's en avrge fledging perIod of 
+1f.7 days as indicated. in Table V. 

Tables VIiI and IX conmre the measurern'nts cf 13 

first day chicks and three +6 day juveniles with those 

of 21 adults. 

From the data presented lt Is seen that the tarsal 
length In Juvenal birds exceds that of the adult. Tho 

reason for this is not clear. In my tornar study of 

i2!iì çoiun the sarne phenomenon Is IndIctted 
(1f7, p. 22). The decrese In size is possibly due to 

shrinkage of the tissues around the bone brought about 

by the change from land dwelling to constant exposure 

to water, or because the f igurs are based upon only 



TABLE VII 

Dai1y average growth of ychcrprnphus aij chicks in centimeters. (The number 

of specimens is the same as in Table VI except as indicated by the nurthers In 

parentheses). 

Age In Body Cuirnen Tarsus Closed tent Tall 
days length wing 

i 9.52 0.97 1.66 i.8 10.20 (1) 
2 10.28 i.o l.7'+ 2.O+ 10.25 (2) 
5 10.82 1.08 1.79 2.11 
Lf 11.09 1.09 1.82 2.17 12.0 (1) 

5 11.1+5 ll2 1.89 2.28 
6 12.10 l.i 1.92 2.1+6 ii.88 () 
7 12. 3 i.i8 1.99 2)+7 
8 l2. 1.19 2.00 2.58 i3)+ (-) 

9 12.92 1.21 2.11 2.70 l3.5 (2) 

10 l3.f+ i.26 2.20 2.85 ]+.7O (3) 
11 ]+.O5 1.29 2.2+ 3.08 l+.O (i) 

12 lLf.tfO 1.30 2.26 3.15 16.6 (3) 
13 )+.75 1.36 2.29 3.55 16.75 (2) 

l4 l5.]1f 1.37 2.29 3.85 17.1 (3) 
15 l5.6 1.39 2.32 3.85 19.8 (5) 

16 16.06 l.+ 2.38 (2) 

17 16.35 l.+6 2.2 +.57 23.7 (7) 
18 16.79 l.+7 2.7 f.99 25.5 (3) 1.0 (1) 

19 17.09 1.51 2.47 5.20 24)+O 0+) 1.1 (2) 

20 17)+8 l.5+ 2)+9 5.31 25.3 (5) 1.15 (2) 
21 17.83 1.56 2.51 5.78 25.90 (5) 1.37 0+) 
22 18.17 1.56 2.53 5.9+ 27.30 (3) 

1I 



Age in Body Culr. en Thr'us C3ose Ext9nt Tail 
days length wing 

23 i8.+o l.59 2.55 6.+]+ 2L3C (5) 1.3 (3) 
2+ l8.S 1.61 2.59 6.75 30.62 0+) 1.55 (3) 
2 t8.37 l.3 262 707 1.15 6) 
26 19.02 l.6- 2.6+ 7.15 3i.60 (5) 1,13 (10) 
¿7 19.33 i.66 266 7.81 3...00 (6) l.5 ciO) 
23 19.56 1.68 26 8.17 32.75 0+) 1.55 (10) 
29 19.81 1.68 2.68 8.22 35.00 (6) 1.29 (io) 
30 i9.9 1.69 2.68 8.68 3ó.00 (2) 
3L 19.99 1.70 2.t9 8.75 36.00 () 1.89 
32 20.05 1.71 2.71 8.96 37eO (5) 2.. 
33 20.50 l.7+ 2.72 9,38 33.25 (is) 2.28 
3kf 20.53 1. 2.72 958 38.50 (+) 2. 
3 20.72 1.75 2.72 9.79 8.58 (6) 2.63 
36 
37 

20.81 
21,16 

i.77 
1.78 

2.73 
2.7+ 

10.17 4-0.00 (2) 2.86 
10.51 38.66 (6) 3.10 

38 21.27 1.79 2.7+ 1O.9 +u.80 (5) 3.20 
39 21.3+ 1.79 2.7+ 10.95 l.O (3) 3.3f 
+o 21.5+ 1.80 2.7i 11.05 4O.33 (3) 3.O 
+1 21.59 1.80 2.7k 11.19 f2.2 (+i 359 
+2 21.69 1.80 2.75 11.20 +.001 (3) 3.th 
)+ 

Ifi 

21.73 1.83 2.75 11.29 f1.0C 0+) 3.72 
21.85 1.87 2.76 13.50 +l.60 (5) 3.6]. 

+5 21.76 1.81 2.73 11.63 42.10 3.83 
+6 

+7 

22.03 
22.5 

1.87 2.79 11.57 +2.65 
)+3.00 

3.90 
1.88 2.78 11.65 3.95 

14 22.30 i.85 2.75 i:.8o 3,95 
22.30 1.8 2.75 11.80 4-.00 k.00 
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FIGURE 19 

A twenty-three day chick is very tame after having 

been handled every day since batching. The shafts of 

the wing primaries re beginning to plume and the 

down on the head is thinning. 
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FiGURE 20 

Aukiet chick at 28 days cr in the early shaggy 

stage. From this age on, the young are very active 

on their feet. 
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FiGURE 21 

A juveniie aukiet at approximctely 35 days. Down 

remains around the neck and rump. 
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TABLE viii: 

Measurements In centimeters of 13 first day ehicks 

compared to 21 adults. 

Chicks average Range % of Adult 

Body length 9.52 8.5 - 11.0 

Cuirnen 0.97 0.9 - 1.1 

Tarsus 1.66 l.55 - 1.73 62.+8 

Closed wing 1.85 1.5 - 2.1 

Extent 10.20 (1 specimen only) 23.00% 

TABLE IX 

Measurements in centimeters of three 6 day juveniles 

compared to 21 adults. 

Juveniles Range % of Adult 
average 

Body length 22.03 21.5 - 22.6 95.9% 

Culmen 1.87 1.85 - 1.90 97)4% 

Tarsus 2.79 2.75 - 2.33 105.0% 

Closed wing 11.57 11.1+ _ 11.7 92.7% 

Extent +2.65 +l.0 - i5.0 96.3% 

Tail 3.90 3.7 - p4.0 95,6% 



three juveniles. Kartìshev (30, p. 879-880) has indicated 

that juveniles of the family Alcldae have longer legs than 

the adults in proportion to t1eir body length and sug- 

gests that the young need longer limbs for their 

terrestrial environirent and for swimming purtoses, since 

the wings are short when they enter the water. Kartashev 

based his figures on comparative studies of the skeletal 

system of five species of Alcids. 

In aukiet the tarsal length expressed as 

percentages of the body lengths for various ages are as 

follows, I day, 17%; 12 days, 1; 30 days, 13%; +9 days, 

12.3% and in the adult 11.8%. 
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VARIATiCN NOTED iN ATIKLET CHICKS 

Two unusual variations were observed in two Cassin's 

aukiet chicks. Both of the chicks concerned were raised 

to maturity. The first rne ictued in Figure 22 tched 

with a pure white patch of down on the rump. The white 
down was eventually replaced with white feathers n.d the 
bird matured with a white rump Instead of the usual 
bluish-gray. 

The second varIatIon was observed in the webbing 

and middle toe of another young bird. The webbing exhib- 
ited wedges of white Instead or a uniform black and the 
center toe and claw was also ure white. Wigure 23 

lllus',rates this variation. 

RECOGNITION OF CHICK3 BY PAFNTS 

Four marked auklet chicks when exchanged from one 

burrow Into anothers led to several observations. Two 

in exchanged burrows about l feet apart renamed in the 

foreign burrows and were fed as usual. They were re- 

placed in their rightful burrows after two nights. Two 

others in exchanged burrows only about two feet apart 
showed a different response. Afte$ the first night one 

Was missing and after the second night the other was found 
back in ItS rightful burrow. The missing chick was 

never found. 

In ano th er experiment two app roxIma't ely five-day- old 
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chicks were placed in burrows along with the rightful 

residents of about the same age. In both instances the 

introduced chicks remained in their foreign burrows. 

One prevailed over the rightful chick and the other 

starved while the rightful chick grew normally. 

These brief experiments indicate that parent 

aukiets feed only one chick when two are present and 

that they do not recognize their own chicks. 

One 10 day juvni1e whose burrow caved In one night 

was found in the neighboring burrow about a foot away 

sharing the space with another juvenile of the same age. 

The two lived together peacefully and both birds were 

fed. each night until they were able to fly. At this age 

the young birds habitually leave their burrows for wing 

exercise and thus the chick whose burrow caved in was 

probably fed by its own parents. 
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FIGURE 22 

A young chick with an unusual white patch on the 

rump. The white down was also replaced with white 

feathers as the chick developed. 
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F1GURE 23 

In another aukiet chick, middle white claws were 

The webbing of the feet are also partially 

white instead of the usual black. 
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NESTING STJCCESS AND MOFTALITY OF THE YOUNG 

of the 75 nests studied only 26.6% were completely 

successful. This ieans that tle tctal uortality wa 

73.+% in the study area. The highest mortality, 33.3% 

occurred in the egg stage through desertion by the 

adults. The cause for most desertions were possibly 

due to my intrusion. Cracked and infertile eggs accounted 

for 5.3% of the unsuccessfulness and 12.0% were lost 

when burrows were caved in by wind erosion. During 

the process of pipping and hatching, 8.O died and 

i+.8% died or disappeared at later stages of development. 

The mortality among the chicks which hatched suc- 

cessfully was 35.5% Three of these lost c!.icks were seen 

being carried away by gulls, two died of starvation, and 

six unaccountably disappeared from their burrows before 

the fledging stage. 

In gui]. territory away from the study area' many 

young aukiets were killed at night during flight exercises. 

Some died by flying clumsily into buildings and a large 

number died by carbon-monoxide poisoning near the exhaust 
outlets of the light station power house. In one instance 

76 aukiets, mostly juveniles, were removed from around 

one exhaust well. The warmth apparently attracted them 
and they died in sleeping positions. 



FCOD AND FE1NG UF THE YOUNG 

Observations on the methods of reedirig the young 

were tor the most part carried on by using fiah photography 

inside a cave. The arrival of the adults in the cave en- 

trance could be easIly detected by the sound of their 

wings. Following a short silence, during which the birds 

made their way towards their waiting chick, a clicking 

sound, made by the snapping of the bill was heard. This 

bili flarr .. Ing is an iîrtrnediate signal to the young to begin 

a constant 'chirring" which I have interpreted as location 

and begging calls. Obv±ously the birds do not see in 

total darkness. Upon several occasions the incoming 

adults scrambled over my legs and between my arm and body 

as if I were nothing more than another rock in their path. 

The bill snpp1ng of the adult and the location calls of 

the young therefore serve as a means of navigation in the 

total darkness as well as stimulating the feeding re- 

sponses. Location of the young in short burrows would 

not present the navigating problem. 

Once the parent bird is in contact with the chick, 

a choking and sipping sound mingled with intermittent 

twittering Indicates that the transfer of food from the 

crop of the parent into the mouth of the chick is taking 

place. Figure 2+, a drawing made from a photograph, 



ilustrates the huriped posture of the adult arid the 
subnissive posture of the chick. Feeding continues by 

both parents as long as the ycung bird continues to beg 

or as long as the supply of food rentains. 

Adult aukiets arriving from the sea during the in- 
cubation and nestling periods regurgitated the food 

carried in the crop if they were caught or cornered. 
This behavior enabled observation of the food habits 
of the auiciet. Twc nain types of food were iioted. The 

predominant type consisted entirely of small reddish- 
orange shrirìrn identified as belonging to the order 

icarida, suborder Euphausiacea. These inch long sized 
shrimps are commonly referred to as "whale food". The 

other food material consisted of small, unidentified 
lanceolate, semi-transparent white-fish with tiny black 
eyes. This food looked quite like the small, immature 

fish commonly called whitebait in some regions. The 

material was mostly so well broken up that pctive 
Identification was impossible. Figure 2 is a photograph 

of an adult aukiet regurgitating some of this whitish 
food material. 

Table X summarizes the available data of the feeding 

habits of Ptychoraîrhus jutica according to locality, 

types of foods taken and the authority of the record. 
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F1U1E 2+ 

The oture of the adult (right) w'hile feeding the 

young. The food is regurgitated slowly into the nonth 

of the young. The illustration was drawn from a 

photograph. 
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i1G(JRE 25 

Close up of ax. adult aukiet with regirgitated food 

ater1a1 in its bill. The food material shown here is 

the remains of small whitebait-like fish. The tiai1 

hlck specks In the r.ateriai. are the eyes of srnai] 

fish. 
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TABLE X 

Feeding habits of PtYchoramnhus p1eutic. 

Authority Locality Food Items 

15, p. +97 Alaska region 

16, p. 316 Netarts, Oregon 
Collected by 
Alex Walker 

Present study ara1lon islands 
California 

p. 299 Santa Catalina 
Island, California 

Small marine life 
Stomachs contained 
forms of mollusks, 
bones of small fish, 
pieces of sand dollar, 
seeds of Ceanothus and 
Lathyrus, forms of li- 
chens and renains of 
one Nereis. 

Shrinm in order Eucarida 
Suborder Euphausiacea 
(whale food), whitebait- 
like immature fish. 

Stomachs of some con- 
tained shriirrn. 

1, p. 29 San Benitos Island Young rock lobsters. 
Lower California 

NEST SANiTATION 

The occupied parts of auklet burrows are kept 

relatively rree frcm fecal material. The birds defecate 

near the entrance of the burrow and direct the very fluid 

material towards the opening of the burrow. Occupied 

burrows can therefore be readily recognized by the coat- 
Ing of pinkish deposits marking the burrow entrances. 

The habit may serve two purposes. First that of' keeping 

the living area of the nest clean, and secondly, that of 

dlscouragin.g the entrance of enemies, particularly 



ornithologists. Similar behavior has been observed 

in the pigeon guillemot. (146, p. 28). 

THE FIRST FLIGHTS 

Wing exercise commences on the thirtieth to the 

thirty-fifth day after hatching. Soon after dusk the 

young birds are seen near the burrow entrrices stretch- 

Ing and exercising for extended periods. Between periods 

they return to the confines of their holes. Posture 

during the wing exercise Is characterized by a full 

stance on the toes, head. and neck arched upward and for- 

ward, and the wings are moved vigorously for as long as 

two minutes at a time. 

At about 1f0 days the juveniles begin jumping into 

the air and running along the ground for several yards 

in attempts to become airborne. The first airborne flights 

are short, up to 10 to 15 meters, and end in clumsy 

crashes at tImes rolling them "head over tail". They 

eventually become more aware of their "landing gear" but 

never seem to become expert at making landings. Even 

the adults are quite awkward in alighting on land. This 

clumsiness and the fact that their eyes adjust slowly to 

strong light is responsible for the death of many birds 

by their flying into buildings. 



FLIGHT OF THE ADULTS 

Aukiets flying through a measured distance between 

buildings were timed and their speed calculated to 
approximately +5 miles per hour. This sreed was char- 

acteristic of their flight as they approac}ed the nesting 

area in the evening. Short flights during the night were 

made at considerably slower speeds, since time and dis- 

tance seemed to be factors limiting the attaining of full 

speed. 

Flash photography indicates that at lea st in the 

slower flight the wings are flapped in at least a 900 

arc. Figure 26 shows wing positions of auklets as made 

from photographs taken while the birds were in flight. 
Many of the alcids tend to be brachypterous in 

varying degrees, arid often have difficulty in becoming 

airborne. The anklets exhibit no sign of being brach- 

ypterous and are able to take to flight from ground level 

or from the water surface almost without hesitation. The 

posteriorly directed feet are used along with the tail 
for assistance in flight, but they seem less dependent 

upon their legs than the murres and guillemots. 

When released from the burrow in the daytime, adult 

aukiets fly swiftly in a zig-zag fashion out to sea. 

They fly low over the ground and continue at a low level 
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once the water edge is reached. Te zig-zag pattern 

may sten from the sudden confusion of the day light 

as compared to the dark burrows or it may be a means 

of avoiding the possibility of being followed by enemies. 

Once far out on the water surface the aukiets are safe 

from attack from above since they are expert divers and 

swim under water with great agility. in swimming under 

water the feet set as rudders and the wings, which are 

held almost st right angles with the primaries directed 

back parallel to the bcdy, are beat rhythmically, pro- 

pelling the bird rapidly through the water. 
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FIGURE 26 

Flight patterns of the auklt drawn from 

photographs indicate that the wings are bent in at 

least a 900 arc. 
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DEPARTURE CEREMON1 1S 

During March observatIons peculiar patterns of 

display were noted in pairs of birds preparing to leave 

the island just before darn. At this time the aukiet 

activity was at its height for about two hours before 

daybreak at 6 a.m. Pairs of birds began leaving the 

island about one hour before 6 a.m. and approximately 
7O of the birds left in pairs, the remainder singly. 

ThT se that left singly were apparently birds leaving 
mates that were incubating eggs. The relative number 

leaving singly therefore proved to be an Indication 

of the current progress of nesting. About ne third of 

the burrows examined in March contained birds incubating 

eggs. 

Departure ceremony was noted only In pairs of birds 

preparing to leave the island and may be interpreted as 

a mutual dispiay. Displays began by one of the pair 

uttering a loud nKree_ertt sound. The mate responded by 

coming to the side, and they both advanced to- 

gether toward a take-off point. One of the pair always 

took the lead with the other responding In a similar fa- 
shion Immediately. Often the rair would sit at the take- 

off point for five minutes or more, then without apparent 

reason the birds raise off their tarsi, back step, bounce 

two or three times, bow and fly off toward the sea 
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FIGURE 27 

Just before daybreak before the egg is laid each 

pair of the birds perform the departure ceremony to- 
gether. In the photograph one pair leaves while two 

other pairs prepare to perform the ceremony. 
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uttering the cries "chirr-chirr" or "squeer-squeer". 

The sounds produced are not unlike the alarm cries, and 

one is almost impressed that they are pursued to sea by 

the grayness of dawn. The ceremony was always similar 

and was readily recognized by the back step, bounce and 

bow. Single birds only "squeered" as they departed. 
Figure 27 shows one pair of birds leaving and two more 

pairs preparing to leave just before dawn. 

OT}iEí ACTIViTIES 

As in murres, guillemots, and other species, 

aukiets often skitter over the surface of the water pad- 

dung with the reet and flapping the wings on the water 

surface. This motion has previously been described in 

detail for the alcid birds and lt has been suggested that 

the habit is due to a cross between the impulse to dive 
and to fly (L13, p. 135-136) and (6, p. 31). SkitterIng 

is usually demonstrated during disturbance and confusion 

out at sea and ends either in taking to aerial flight 
or' by diving. The habit was observed at sea as the ship 
approached a scattered flock of auklets, arid during water 

activity experiments conducted in a confined surge channel. 

Aukiets resting, or sleeping on the water surface 

dive so rapidly that the human eye barely sees the motion. 



They disappear in a fraction of a second. Even in motion 

studies made on 16 min film at 61+ frames per second, the 

actions appear quite rapid. Periods between dives during 

feeding sessions are rarely longer than 30 seconds in 

duration. The longer pauses are taken up by the behavior 

of stretching, ruffling the feathers, head-shaking and 

bill dipping. The duration of submersions ranged from 

+5 to 60 seconds. 

Bill dipping is a habit of the alcids which has 

been the subject of considerable speculation. Suggestions 

ranging from false drinking, the looking for underwater 

predators, and innate mechanism for keeping food moist, 

locating prey before diving, to the rinsing of secretions 

from the sait g]and, come to mind. In my former paper 

on the pigeon guillemot (4-6, p. 28) the suggestion was 

made that bill dipping is a mechanism linked with feeding, 

in that it serves to keep fish that are to be delivered 

to the young, fresh and moist. This hypothesis seemed 

to fit the picture for the pigeon guillemots and puffins 

since fish are sometimes held for hours before being 

carried to the nest. In the aukiet, however, food is 

carried in the crop and there would be no such require- 

ment for keeping fish moist. Storer's suggestion 

(+3, p. 135) that the habit may have an important function 

in locating prey before diving may contain some truth. 



But this idea does not, as Storer further points out, 

account for the fact that the ruannerism increases In 

frequency when the birds are disturbed. i do not 

believe his suggestion that lt Is a safety mechanism 

aimed at looking for underwater predators is tenable. 
After my observations on the habit in Cassin's aukiets 
I am willing to suggest that bill dipping Is a substit- 

ution mechanism for the diving Imrìuise. Diving impulses 

may be associated with the catching of prey and the 

escape from enemies, hence the reason for the Increased 

bill dipping activity during disturbances. 
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EcToPAFASITEs 

Three types of ectoparasites were collected from 

the aukiets but no adverse conditions were noted associated 

with their presence. An unidentified species of shaft 

lice was common on the wIng feathers and chicken mites 

(Dermpnyssus) were frequent around the head and wing 

regions of aukiet chicks and juveniles. A few fleas 

identified as Actenopsyija uafl were fund occasionally 

among the belly down on the auk].ets. 

SUVMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Studies of the breeding behavior and growth rates 

of the Cassin's aukiet (?tychoraphus aleutica) were con- 

ducted during the period of June 1958 to March 1960. 

Visits were made to bird colonies during the summer 

months and at various other intervals. Most of the ob- 

servations were made on the Farallon islands, California 

between Nay 1959 and I1arch 1960. 

Observations on behavior were made over large areas 

around lighted buildings, with the aid of binoculars and 

flash photography. Activities within the burrow were 

studied in the recesses of a large cave. 

Seventy-five nests were included in the study of the 

incubation, growth, fledging periods and nesting success 

of the young. The incubation period was extended from a 



former suggestion of about 30 days to at least 37 days. 

Growth by weight averaged +.i8 grams per day until the 

thirtieth day when weights began to fluctuate. The 

average weight of 19 live adults was 172.6+ grams. 

Measurements for the adults and young are also given 

and compared. 

Various behavioral displays are described as 

associated with mating, burrow excavating, fighting, 

preservation of the pair-bond, and recreation. Aniong 

the more active displays were billing, passing, wing 

raising, calling, forward jabbing, face to face combat, 

leap-frogging, tagging, and departure ceremonies. The 

activities of the birds while at sea are briefly dis- 

cussed and lt is suggested that the habit of bu]. dipping 

is a substitution for the diving impulse. 

Brief experiments indicated that parent aukiets do 

not recognize their own chicks and that more than one 

juvenile may remain peacefully together in the same 

burrow. 

Total mortality of eggs and young was 73.+% but 

of the chicks which hatched successfully reached 

maturity. The average fledging period was found to be 

+1i.7 days. 

&icarid shrimp and a whitebait-like immature fish 

were the main foods brought to the young. Other records 
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of the feeding habits of the Cassiri's aukiets are tab- 

ula ted. 

The study of the Ptychoramphus aleutica has proved a 

stimulating and informative endeavor. Not all the 

activities of this unique bird have been discovered or 

interpreted. Years of observation would be required to 

Interpret all the habits and behavior patterns. However, 

considerable new information has resulted from this study. 

The observation on the mating behavior, growth rates, 

fledging periods, and methods of feeding the young hava 

never been previously recorded. 

The life span of the auklet still remains unknown, 

and more Information is desirable for a better understand- 

ing of the sounds that are made by the aukiets. Compar- 

ative observations from other localities In the 

extremities of the range would be of value for systematic 

purposes, and a close comparison of the other species of 

aukiets and murrelets Is desirable since our present 

knowledge of the family Alcidae ìs very meager. 

in the course of this study of the Cassn's auklet 

many of the previous notations have been found to be 

unreliable and erroneous. The same may be true of the 

other little studied members of the family. 

More recent studies on the breeding range and the 

relative abundance of Ptychoranrnhus aleuticp are 
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desirable, since there is a possibility of their numbers 

declining especially in the northern limits of their 

range. 

No way was found to discover sufficient sexual 

difference in behavior patterns that would permit 

distinguishing of the male and female in the field. 

Progress on sexual recognition will require considerable 

time, patience, experiment and the sacrifice of a arge 

number of birds. Now that the basic behavicr of the 

Cassin's aukiet has been recorded, experiments testing 

the various responses may be devised. 
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